1. ANNOUNCEMENTS
   a. CURRENT TERM
      Show is tonight and Saturday
      Go see it!
   b. NEXT TERM
      Production positions are being filled
      Fill out the form if you are interested in working on the show:
      https://goo.gl/forms/c51ULpV29lgkXjtp2

      Auditions Wed-Thurs 6-9:30 in the LT

2. ACADEMIC UPDATE (SUSAN)
   ISP Hours due at the end of strike
   Information about ISPs are coming for the B-Term show

3. THEATRE TECHNOLOGY UPDATE (ERIKA)
   None

4. TRIVIA
   QUESTION
   Why were all the theaters in London closed during the time Shakespeare was writing *The Taming of the Shrew*?

   ANSWER
   There was a bubonic plague outbreak in London

   WINNER
   Emily Aldrich !

5. TWIT
   Amendment Article IV - Quorum
   Proposed Amendment:
   *Quorum shall be defined as fifty percent plus one member of the active membership of Masque. Quorum must be present at all times for any vote of Masque called for in this constitution. Only active Masque members may vote.*

   Opinions
   Will make voting easier
   A lot of clubs have 50% and it works
   Email masque-officers@wpi.edu with any concerns or questions

6. MASQUOT
   Go see Shrew
7. · OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
  a. AYO
     Looking for Annual Giving video help (Email ayo@wpi.edu)
     Looking for people interested in leading/planning the workshops
     Workshops include:
     Lighting
     Scenic
     Sound
     Props
     Wardrobe
     Graphics / Publicity
     Email techies@wpi.edu if you are interested

  b. VOX
     Pitching Meeting/Voting this Tuesday
     Interim TD elections this Tuesday
     Active Members can vote
     Anyone can have input
     Pitches due tonight 11:59 (Producer, Director, Musical Director)

  c. SCP
     i. {empty set}
     ii. GI
     Show on Tuesday 10/4 at 7pm in Upper Fuller: The Stakes Have Never Been Higher
     iii. Kilroy
     Sketches are being edited
     Show 10/7 at 8pm

8. · OTHERS (other members)
   Trivia at Goat’s Head back at 9pm

9. · OTHER OTHERS:

   It’s Friday!